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Librarian stereotypes

I will Dewey
decimate you!
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Librarian stereotypes

• Perpetuate misogyny
• Impede diversity
• Create anxiety in users
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Dee Garrison
“It is important that librarians assess the 
basic meaning of feminization and give 
precise attention to their early history, for 
the dominance of women is surely the 
prevailing factor in library education, the 
image of librarianship, and the 
professionalization of the field.”

Garrison D. The tender technicians: The feminization of public 
librarianship, 1876-1905. Journal of Social History 
1972;6(2):131-159



History of women in libraries

1852 First woman librarian hired

1878 67% of librarians are women

1920 90% women

2015 83% women



Early Librarians

Art: Tommy Kovac
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Amelia Gayle Gorgas
Univ. of Alabama Library
1882-1907



Stereotype shifts

Male librarians:
Academic work
Systems work

Women librarians:
“Women’s work”
Service
Listening
Caregiving
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“Old Maid” and others



“Old Maid” and others



“Old Maid” and others



“Old Maid” and others



“Reading books all day”



“Reading books all day”

Ivey RT. Teaching faculty perceptions of academic librarians at Memphis 
State University. College & Research Libraries 1994; 55(1):69-82.



The Unbearable Whiteness of Being 

Race/Ethnicity of U.S. Librarians 

• 8.5% Black or African American
• 4.8% Hispanic or Latinx
• 2.8% Asian

Dept. of Labor, 2015



The Unbearable Whiteness of Being 
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A critical look at ourselves
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What is critical librarianship



What is critical librarianship

• Critical eye inward

• Social justice and critical theory

• Question, examine, and challenge the 
status quo



“Neutrality” in librarianship

• information is free for all

• no one is silenced

• “neutral conduits” of information



Privilege in libraries

• The way we teach

• Our materials, websites, databases

• Our services – who gets to use us

• Our language and classification



Critical theory to evaluate:

• Our education systems
• Our positions IN those systems
• Our physical and digital spaces
• What our library does
• What we do IN our library
• How our information is organized
• How it’s shared
• How source authority is established



Critical information literacy
“In these days of mass surveillance and 
the massive transfer of public goods into 
private hands, citizens need to know 
much more about how information 
works. They need to understand the 
moral, economic, and political context 
of knowledge.”

Fister B. Practicing Freedom in the Digital Library: Reinventing Libraries. Library 
Journal, 26 August 2013.



“Valid” sources
• Peer reviewed journals 
with high impact factors

• Approved websites

• Sanctioned databases
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Looking more deeply
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Information = $$$$$



Nope.
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Scholarly communication online



Rural (in)access to journals 

• American Journal of Drug & Alcohol Abuse



Empower our users!



Information for profit



Peer review
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The Market for Lemons

The editor explained that 
the Review did not publish 
papers on subjects of such 
triviality. 

Source: https://www.nobelprize.org/nobel_prizes/economic-
sciences/laureates/2001/akerlof-article.html 



Worst peer review



This model impacts:



Open access will save us!

Eh, not so 
fast.



Teach a man to #critlib…
•Our users

•Our researchers/faculty

•Each other! Yay!



Check these out
Journals

• In the Library with the Lead Pipe
• Progressive Librarian
• Journal of Radical Librarianship
• Journal of Critical Library & Information Studies

Websites
• LibraryJuiceAcademy.com and LibraryJuicePress.com 

for online courses and books
• CritLib.org and #critlib twitter chats

(References on last slide)



Hi, this is bad actually.

Meg Brunner, MLIS
meganw@uw.edu

mailto:meganw@uw.edu
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